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IN ATTENDANCE: Adaikkalavan, Bakerson, Bennion, Bloom, Borshuk, Bregu, L. Chen, Y. 

Cheng, X. Cheng, Clark, Cleary, Colborn, L. Collins, H. Davis, Deranek, Dielman, Douglas, 

Economakis, Edmondson, Ervick, Essig, J. Feighery, W. Feighery, Froysland, Gerencser, 

Hakimzadeh, Hinnefeld, Hopkins, Horwat, Jang, B. Kern, G. Kern, Kolbe, Kwong, Lambert, 

Langton, Levine, Lidinsky, Lucal, Lynker, Marr, McGuire, McLister, McMillen, Meisami, 

Meluch, Merhi, Mociulski, Moore, Je. Muniz, Muna, Oake, Olivier, Pant, Park, Popescu, Qian, 

Quimby, Reddy, Resler, Roth, Rusnock, Scheessele, Schimmrigk, Schnabel, Schult, Scott, 

Shlapentokh, Shrader, J. Smith, K. Smith, Sofhauser, Song, Souther, Stein, Surma, Takanashi, 

Thomas, Thompson, Torkzadeh, Tourtillotte, VanderVeen, Vrajitoru, Wells, Werner-Sanders, 

Willig, Wooden, Zynda 

 

1. Call to order at 1:31PM 

 

2. [3 Minutes] Approval of November 2018 Senate Meeting Minutes 

 No corrections or modifications from the floor; minutes stand approved. 

 

 Motion from the floor to suspend rules to add midyear salary increase as an agenda item; 

seconded; show of hands; motion approved. 

 Motion to add item to the end of the agenda; seconded; approved. 

 Discussion of midyear salary increase will be added to the end of the agenda. 

 

3. [5 Minutes] Constitution Updates Introduced in November – Steven Gerencser 

 Steven Gerencser opened discussion regarding the four proposed changes to the 

constitution that were introduced at the November senate meeting by the Ad Hoc 

Constitution Revision Committee.  These include changes in the language for the 

teaching and assessment committees and two by-laws.  The first by-law clarifies ex-

officio members’ voting rights and the second by-law empowers the executive committee 

to make special appointments. 

 No questions or discussions. 

 These items will be sent out in a ballot for voting. 

 

4. [2 Minutes] Voting Updates – General Education Motions 1c and 1d – Vincci Kwong 

 General Education Motion 1C: Diversity in US Society and Global Cultures received a 

total of 188 votes. 87.8% voted “yes” and 12.2% voted “no.” This motion passed. 

 General Education Motion 1D: First Year Seminar received 170 total votes. 70% voted 

“yes” and 30% voted “no.” This motion also passed. 

 

5. [8 Minutes] General Education Assessment – Elaine Roth and Kristyn Quimby 

 The co-directors of general education presented updates on general education assessment.  

Pilot assessments for Written Communication (ENG-W131) and Oral Communication 



(SPCH-S121 and an education course fulfilling the requirement) took place in Fall 2018.  

Shared learning outcomes for Common Core were also developed last semester.  In 

Spring 2019, Written Communication and Oral Communication will begin conducting a 

full assessment and Common Core courses will conduct a pilot assessment.  Faculty 

representatives teaching Quantitative Reasoning and Critical Thinking courses will meet 

this semester to develop shared learning outcomes.  The same process will take place for 

Information Literacy depending on the senate vote.  The co-directors appreciate 

everyone’s involvement and willingness to participate.  

 The co-directors also shared the revised general education website and asked for 

feedback to make it user-friendly.  The website is now divided into information for 

students (which includes online substitution and exemption forms) and information for 

faculty (which includes detail about the course approval process, deadlines and proposal 

forms).  The site also lists essential characteristics of general education requirements as 

they currently stand and includes a link to the bulletin page that lists courses that have 

been approved for general education.  Faculty are encouraged to contact general 

education co-directors or the co-chairs of the general education committee if any 

approved courses are not listed in the bulletin. 

 

6. [7 Minutes] Senate Library Affairs Committee – Craig Finlay, Andrea Meluch, and Dana 

Vrajitoru 

 Representatives from the Senate Library Affairs Committee introduced the Library Open 

Access Policy, which reads as follows: 

 

The Faculty of Indiana University South Bend is committed to disseminating the 

fruits of its research and scholarship as widely as possible. In keeping with that 

commitment, the Faculty adopts the following policy: Each Faculty member 

grants to the Franklin D. Schurz Library Scholarly Communication Program 

permission to make available their scholarly articles and other publications by 

placing them into the IU South Bend institutional repository when permitted by 

the publisher. 

  

The policy applies to all scholarly articles authored or co-authored while the 

person is a member of the Faculty at Indiana University South Bend.  For the time 

being we are interested in peer-reviewed research articles and conference 

presentations. We will, in the future, look at including book chapters when 

permissible by the copyright policies of the publisher.  However, given different 

copyright considerations for book chapters, we will examine the feasibility of 

creating a policy for these materials at a later date. 

 

A future phase of the project will be to meet with arts and creative writing faculty 

to determine feasibility of placing creative works into the IR.  Likely, that will 

take the form of whatever pieces that faculty are willing to place into the IR, 

assuming we can get copyright clearance to do so.  We do not foresee a blanket 

policy for creative works ever being proposed. 

 



This is an opt-out policy.  The Franklin D. Schurz Library Scholarly 

Communication Program will waive application of the license for a particular 

article or delay access for a specified period of time upon express direction by a 

Faculty member. Further a faculty member can request, at any time, that an article 

be removed from the institutional repository.  Faculty can opt out for individual 

articles or they can choose to permanently opt out for all publications.   

 

Faculty do not need to provide copies of their publications to the staff of the 

Franklin D. Schurz Library Scholarly Communication Program. The staff will 

identify publications in cooperation with the Indiana University South Bend 

Office of Academic Affairs.  After consulting with the copyright policies of the 

publisher, those articles will then be made available to the public in an open-

access repository, if such actions are permitted by the publisher. 

 

 For the last five years, Craig Finlay has been depositing faculty and student work to make 

them open access through the IU South Bend Institutional Repository.  Number of studies 

have shown that placing scholarship in open access repositories increases citation.  

However, the library needs to gain approval to deposit articles from each journal as well 

as from each individual author.  This opt-out policy will streamline the process by 

eliminating the need to gain approval from authors for each publication. 

 Questions and discussions included the following:  

o Clarifications about what can be included, such as book chapters, creative works, 

conference presentations, and lectures. What can or cannot be included depend on 

copyright; Power Point slides as well as videos (for on-campus lectures like 

Deans’ seminars) can be posted. 

o Appreciation for library work on making publications available through open 

access. 

o The library does not have a budget to pay publishers who allow open access for a 

fee. 

o Student research including poster presentations from the Undergraduate Research 

Conference, MA thesis projects, and student publications are already online.  

 The Library Affairs Committee has already made and seconded the motion; approved by 

voice vote. 

 Dean Bloom of the Library pointed out that this the first open-access policy that has been 

passed on a regional campus. 

 

7. [15 Minutes] Interim Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs – Linda Chen 

 The Interim EVCAA Chen was pleased to present this year’s IU South Bend 

Distinguished Teaching Award to Dr. Carolyn Schult, Professor of Psychology and 

Director for the University Center for Excellence in Teaching.  The nomination letter 

written by Dr. Karakatsanis details her excellence in the classroom as well as her ability 

to motivate students. 

 As a follow-up to the November senate meeting, Interim EVCAA Chen provided an 

overview of trends in faculty and staff lines for the last ten years; faculty are encouraged 

to see the handout for a list of links where they can find data related to faculty, retention, 



students, and credit hours. A full investigation of this issue will require in-depth research.  

Today’s presentation is not a comprehensive report but a preliminary sharing of data. 

 In a chart that shows full-time faculty and staff employment on campus, the 10-year trend 

from October 2009 to October 2018 shows that tenure-track lines at IU South Bend 

decreased from 193 to 168.  Non-tenure-track faculty also decreased.  Faculty with 

administrative positions have increased slightly due to administrative appointments 

within units.  The number of professional staff, support staff (clerical), and service staff 

(eg. facilities) fluctuate but have generally declined.  To figure out the cause of these 

changes will require further research. 

 Another chart shows aggregate headcount of all faculty including clinical, non-tenure-

track, and part-time faculty.  This chart shows that the administrative appointments have 

stayed steady in the rank of Deans and above, with increases at the level of associate and 

assistant deans. The number of associate faculty has decreased from 269 to 195.  Faculty 

are invited to drill down and look deeper into the data for their own units and departments 

and to talk to the Academic Affairs office about the kinds of data they would like to see.  

 Questions and discussions included the following:  

o Chairs are not categorized as administrators in these charts.  Interim EVCAA 

Chen suggested that it may be less important to track the number of chairs than to 

ensure that chair responsibilities, release time, and stipends are fair and equitable 

across campus units. 

o In some data, librarians are separated out from teaching faculty, so it is important 

to keep track of how different dashboards categorize personnel differently. 

o There are dashboards that allow viewers to compare changes in the number of 

faculty with changes in credit hours/student headcount. 

o The UIRR enrollment chart shows campus enrollment by headcount and credit 

hours.  It shows a severe decline moving towards the 2026 enrollment cliff.  18-

year old students make up more than 73% of the student body, but forecasting 

indicates that there will be less students in this age group to recruit.  While the 

campus participates in programs to recruit students from elsewhere, most of our 

students come from St. Joseph, Elkhart, and Marshall counties where high school 

student population is declining.  It is important to adjust to demographic shifts 

since we are increasingly dependent on tuition revenue. 

o Enrollment projections are available through IU, where they even have county-

by-county projections.  Interim EVCAA Chen indicated that she is looking to 

cross-reference IU projections with data from ICHE, which has data on specific 

high schools. 

o ACP numbers have been excluded from campus data since 2012. 

 In the interests of time, Adaikkalavan asked that further questions regarding this issue be 

directed to Interim EVCAA Chen, to unit Deans, or to the executive committee. 

 

8. [5 Minutes] Updates on Carnegie Engaged Campus Task Force – Gail McGuire 

 Gail McGuire provided an update on behalf of the Carnegie Engaged Campus Task 

Force. This taskforce was created by the executive committee in May 2016 with the goal 

of promoting and supporting community engagement on the IU South Bend campus and 

of submitting an application for the Carnegie Engaged Campus classification.  Over the 

last year, the task force created a process for tagging community engaged courses.  There 



will be 19 tagged courses this spring and 2 tagged courses this summer; faculty submitted 

courses, which had to meet certain criterial to be approved as tagged courses.  The 

Engaged Faculty Fellows Program is in its second year; this program promotes the 

development of new community engaged courses and provides support and mentoring for 

faculty.  The Active Learning Institute that focuses on community engaged teaching will 

be offered through UCET.  Faculty can drop in for specific sessions or become an 

institute member.  Institute members are expected to submit a proposal for a community 

engaged course and will receive a $1,000 stipend. 

 The task force is also putting together the application for Carnegie Engaged Campus 

status. Thanks to the data everyone has provided, the task force is now ready to start 

writing the application. We are applying for this designation because it fulfills our 

mission and our strategic plan. This is a vehicle for enhancing community engagement. 

The work of the last three years is just as critical as the designation – this high impact 

practice promotes deep learning and helps retain and graduate students, especially those 

from underprivileged backgrounds.  It also promotes professional development, made our 

visible both on campus and in our community, helped forge new connections with 

community partners, and spurred grant activities. 

 A separate taskforce has been working on Engage IU South Bend Internship Program that 

provides $1,700 stipends for students taking on unpaid internships. 

 Questions: For details about the criteria for community engaged class that will qualify for 

participation in the Active Learning Institute, please contact Gail McGuire directly. 

 

9. [35 Minutes] Discussion and Send to Vote: General Education Motions 1e and 1f – Lyle 

Zynda 

 Lyle Zynda opened the discussion for the general education motions and provided a 

reminder of the general education reform process.  We are now starting to tackle more 

difficult items with less consensus.  The proposal for Information Literacy stems from 

feedback from faculty and students indicating that the contents of the course would be 

more useful if it were embedded in a course with specific applications of the skills 

covered in the course.  The proposal for Enhanced Student Experience not only includes 

community engagement but also includes other high impact practices that we already 

engage in across campus. 

 

 Julie Feighery opened the discussion for motion 1f, which reads as follows: 

 

Students will fulfill the information literacy requirement by taking at least one 

class tagged as an information literacy course. To be tagged as an information 

literacy course, the following requirements must be met:** 

 A librarian should be present for and active in the teaching of at least 2 class 

sessions, and embedded in Canvas, if the instructor uses it for the class; 

 The research component of the class should be co-designed by the instructor 

and the librarian, to specifically address information literacy skills, as defined 

in the LEAP framework (e.g., the information literacy VALUE rubric). 

 The librarian assigned to the class would supply additional research content 

in the course (handouts, videos, etc.) in consultation with faculty member, 

again, specifically to teach information literacy skills; 



 The information literacy skills taught should be integrated on a major-by-

major basis, designing the curriculum to meet student course needs specific 

to that major; in addition, care should be taken that it be appropriate for the 

level of the course. 

 The librarian and instructor would work together to ensure data on how well 

students are learning this skill is collected as required for General Education 

assessment purposes. 

**Notes: First, since if the motion passes, this requirement will be delivered as a 

tagged course, embedded in other courses, rather than a separate standalone class 

(COAS-Q 110), as it is at present, information literacy would no longer add any 

credit hours to the General Education curriculum. Second, the definition of 

information literacy approved originally by the Academic Senate in 2003 is fully 

consistent with the LEAP definition and would not need any modification if this 

motion passes. Only the mode of delivery would be changed. 

 

 Questions and discussions included the following: 

o Question about the number of courses that might be offered; currently, around 50 

sections of Q110 are offered each year. 

o If the motion is not approved, there will be a subsequent motion to determine 

whether or not to keep Q110. 

o Question about what happens when a student takes two or more tagged courses. 

There is no harm to reinforce research skills; one suggestion is to tag courses at 

the introductory level and the upper level to target different research skills at 

those levels.  A lot of this would depend on implementation. 

o Concern about when students will take the tagged course. 

o Question about what librarians think about this motion and how it will impact 

their work. Comments from colleagues in the library are generally in support of 

the proposed model, including discussions of different models.  

o Clarification about the distinction between tagged courses and the current model 

of having a required course.  It is still possible for specific majors to ask students 

to take Q110. 

 Motion made; seconded; approved by voice vote.  The motion will go to a ballot. 

 

 Cathy Borshuk opened the discussion for motion 1e.  She reminded everyone that the 

goal is to finish discussions about the general education revision this semester and that 

the taskforce is not advocating for a particular outcome—the work of the taskforce is to 

reflect campus feedback and put it into the form of discreet items everyone can vote on.  

Motion 1e reads as follows: 

 

"Students will be required to take at least one course tagged as an 'Enhanced 

Student Experience' before graduation. Such classes will involve as an essential or 

primary component high-impact practices that involve experiential learning 

beyond the classroom. This can include service learning, community engagement, 

study abroad, internships, clinical experience, student teaching (as part of 

professional training for Education students), faculty-mentored research projects, 

or other practices as approved by the Senate General Education Committee."** 



 

**Note: This requirement will be delivered as a tagged course, embedded in other 

courses. As such, it adds no credit hours to the General Education curriculum. The 

Senate General Education Committee shall have the authority to approve which 

courses shall count as Enhanced Student Experiences. 

 

 Questions and discussions regarding motion 1e included the following: 

o Concern about the degree of faculty input on implementation and defining shared 

learning outcomes for a wide variety of courses/experiences listed. 

o Clarification that no particular faculty members will be forced to develop new 

courses to fulfill this requirement. 

o Question about what gets defined as “faculty-mentored research projects” and 

how they will be approved.   

o Clarification that approval happens at the course level and not at the project level. 

o Concerns about how this requirement will dovetail with existing requirements for 

practicum courses.  Courses need to be approved as tagged courses. 

o Concerns about the need to develop courses that provide experiential learning to 

students in majors where this model would be difficult. 

o Concern about faculty resources and expense as well as impact on majors and 

course enrollment. 

o Clarification that majors do not have to provide course to fulfill this requirement; 

students can take tagged community engagement courses or study abroad courses. 

 Given the time and the numerous participants waiting to share comments, Adaikkalavan 

suggested that we either send the motion forward for voting or send it back to the 

taskforce for further revision. 

 Motion to extend discussion for 10 minutes; seconded; approved by voice vote. 

 Extended discussion of Motion 1e included the following: 

o Concerns about unpaid faculty labor, such as independent study credits for which 

faculty are not paid. 

o Question about experiential learning not associated with courses like certain kinds 

of undergrad research.  Students might use the exemption process. 

o Comments about which specific programs do or do not count under this motion in 

comparison to the RISE program at IUPUI.  Concern that implementation would 

be highly difficult, creating a lot of work for the general education committee.   

o Comment that a lot of people are developing community engaged courses and 

need to fill seats in a course, so it should not be a problem for other people to do 

unpaid labor.   

o Concern that the items listed seem very different from each other and how many 

things are already being done in classes.   

o Question about the importance of the requirement for the Carnegie Engaged 

Campus application. Notre Dame and IUPUI do not have community engaged 

courses as general education requirements; we currently tag the courses in the 

course schedule, but not in transcripts. 

 Motion made; seconded; voice vote split; clarification that this vote is to determine 

whether or not the motion should go to a ballot; show of hands; motion approved. The 

motion will go to a ballot. 



 Lyle Zynda reminded everyone that future discussions will become increasingly difficult. 

 

10. [5 Minutes] UFC updates – Elaine Roth and Raman Adaikkalavan 

 Adaikkalavan announced that we will skip the next two agenda items to make room for 

the discussion of midyear salary increase and only cover time-sensitive announcements.  

The rest of the items can be shared through the senate blog.  There are three time-

sensitive announcements: 

o The most important item is the Title IX changes that are proposed by the 

Department of Education.  The changes were announced at the end of November 

and the public commenting period ends January 28, 2019.  IU is really concerned 

because this policy has been changed completely from the previous administration 

and they are trying to prepare an official response like many other higher 

education institutions. Please send comments to UFC faculty representatives on 

this ad-hoc committee. 

o The Northside Taskforce formed by the interim Chancellor and the Executive 

Committee will look into issues related to Northside Hall.  There will be 2 faculty 

representatives from the Arts, 1 from Health Sciences, 3 from CLAS.  They will 

be working with the Vice Chancellor of Fiscal Affairs, Director of Facilities, a 

representative from Academic Affairs, the registrar’s office, and UITS.  The 

committee will be co-chaired by the Vice Chancellor and a faculty member.  The 

committee will submit a preliminary report to the executive committee and the 

chancellor by April 30, 2019 and a final report and recommendations by the end 

of 2019.  Please submit any comments to the committee members. 

o After reviewing a case, the Faculty Board of Review recommended to study 

salaries across IU South Bend faculty for market adjustments, compression and 

others. Interim Chancellor Jann Joseph has appointed a taskforce. Elizabeth 

Bennion from the Faulty Welfare committee and Jerry Hinnefeld from the Budget 

Committee will work with Phil Iapalucci, Vice Chancellor for Administration and 

Finance and Doug McMillen, Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs to 

give a recommendation by April 30. 

 

11. [3 Minutes] President’s remarks 

 Item skipped [see president’s comments above] 

 

12. Midyear Salary Increase [added to the agenda item per motion above; see item #2] 

 Adaikkalavan provided some context for the midyear salary increases, which were 

approved by chairs through e-docs in December.  The possibility of a midyear salary 

increase was discussed in the regular meeting between Senate President Adaikkalavan 

and the interim EVCAA in the first week of December.  In response to Adaikkalavan’s 

questions at this meeting, interim EVCAA Chen explained that the urgency of the 

timeline is in response to a possible permission from IU (which may be revoked based on 

spring and summer enrollment numbers or for other reasons); that the rates of increases 

were determined last spring by the deans following the usual process but the budget did 

not allow the inclusion of these increases at the end of the academic year; that the criteria 

for increases follows the history of addressing market adjustments and compression for 

different faculty levels since 2015 and that this set of increases will address mostly 



Associate Professors whose salaries are in the $50,000 range.  In response, Adaikkalavan 

indicated that the current process is not transparent and that such salary adjustments 

should be made in consultation with the Faculty Welfare Committee, which has 

legislative authority regarding faculty compensation and can recommend a framework for 

addressing salary adjustments.  He also asked that Academic Affairs provide a data set to 

help identify where the compression is (such as CUPA-HR) and documents related to the 

midyear salary increase to the salary taskforce. 

 Questions and discussions included the following: 

o Clarification that this addresses associate professors, not associate faculty. 

o Concern that some units were not addressed. 

o EVCAA Chen: History of how money was allocated to salary adjustments for the 

fiscal-year budget but the campus had to cut the budget in the summer and could 

not institute the planned salary adjustments. 

o EVCAA Chen: $133,000 was available after the Fall Semester to put towards 

salary increases; received permission from IU to put this money towards salary 

adjustments. 

o Concern about lack of transparency in the process and lack of consultation with 

faculty senate committees. 

o Reiterated concern about why only certain units were addressed. 

o Explanation by EVCAA Chen of the need to choose which areas and ranks to 

address and the rationale for choosing to address lowest paid, experienced 

associate professors in the context of the history of salary adjustments made in the 

last few years. 

o Concern about how certain units are not represented in the salary taskforce. 

o Concern not only about lack of transparency in the process but also the lack of 

communication about how midyear salary increases were being considered. 

o Request to not neglect consideration of associate faculty salaries; this 

recommendation will be forwarded to the taskforce. 

 

13. [2 Minutes] Announcements and motion to adjourn 

 Motion to adjourn; seconded; approved by voice vote.  Meeting adjourned 3:24 PM. 

 


